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TASK II: INTERACTION 

 

5. CANDIDATE A 

 
• In this part of the exam you are going to take part in a conversation with 

the other candidate. You have different information about an imaginary 

situation.  

• In order to complete the task, you have to use the information given below 

and try to reach an agreement. Remember that this is a conversation. 

Avoid short answers and try to keep the conversation going. 

• Try to use structures and vocabulary expected at this level 

• The conversation will last about 5 minutes.  

 

 

 

 

NIGHT IN / NIGHT OUT 

 

You are sharing a flat with the other candidate in 

London while you are doing an English course. Today, 

Friday, the weather is terrible, and the friends you 

usually hang out with are busy. However, you didn’t come here to stay in and save money; 

you want to make the best of these few weeks in this cosmopolitan city. Try to persuade the 

other candidate to go out tonight. 

 

These are some of the arguments you might want to use: 

- trendy new restaurants in the area  

- new shows on at the West End theatres 

- opportunity to meet new people outside the course 

- staying in on a Friday is a waste of time 

- some excellent clubs in the area 
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TASK II: INTERACTION 

 

5. CANDIDATE B 

 
• In this part of the exam you are going to take part in a conversation with 

the other candidate. You have different information about an imaginary 

situation.  

• In order to complete the task, you have to use the information given below 

and try to reach an agreement. Remember that this is a conversation. 

Avoid short answers and try to keep the conversation going. 

• Try to use structures and vocabulary expected at this level 

• The conversation will last about 5 minutes.  

 

 

 

 

NIGHT IN / NIGHT OUT 

 

You are sharing a flat with the other candidate in London while you are 

doing an English course. Today, Friday , the weather is terrible, and the 

friends you usually hang out with are busy anyway. You think it’s the perfect moment for a 

break. You are sure the other candidate wants to go out, but you’d rather stay in tonight. 

 

These are some of the arguments you might want to use: 

- you have been going out practically every night 

- rent a DVD or just watch something interesting on TV 

- you need an early night (lots of homework tomorrow) 

- London’s really expensive 

- you could cook something nice together or order a take-away meal 
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